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deed recites, and of a subsequent reconveyance by the donee which
is denounced a forgery.
Mr. High in his work on Receivers, as do the other authors cited,

states that the insolvency of a defendant in possession does not of
itself warrant the court in appointing a receiver, but, in addition, it
must appear that the plaintiff has a probable right to recover in the
end. High, Rec. § 18, citing Gregory v. Gregory, 33 :N. Y. Super. Ct
:W; Lawrence Iron-Works Co. v. Rockbridge Co., 47 Fed. 755.
Recurring now to the quotation from Mr. Justice Nelson's exposi.

tion of the principles governing the application for a receiver in a
ease like this, in Wiswall v. Sampson, supra, it is apparent that the
defendant has not the legal title, strictly and technically considered,
perhaps, but she has the "legal interest," to use his words,-chosen,
no doubt, to accurately express the fact, running through the authori-
ties, that the protection of the defendant in possession does not
depend on the bare technical legal title, but on the right to enjoy the
income or profits of the estate as the owner thereof; and, united
with her trustee, the defendant has that, if her deed is good, both as
to the legal and equitable interest. She may be separated from the
bare legal title, but otherwise she has the entire interest, under the
terms of her deed. .It is not necessary to inquire whether the trus-
tee under that deed had anything more than "a dry trust," or whether
the effect was to give her a legal title. Certainly he has no active
duties imposed by the terms of the truet. She has, in my opinion,
the same standing in a court of equity, on an application like this,
and under the peculiar circumstances of this case, as if she stood here
with the legal title, or as if she and her trustee were both standing
here, in possession. It is not to be overlooked that one of the plain-
tiffs is the substituted trustee of the deed of settlement and gift, but,
as already pointed out, Elhe is a hostile trustee, denying her own title
as trustee, and the defendants' interest under the trust, by denying
the validity of the deed, and seeking to set it aside. She cannot claim
under it and against it, and if she were in possession, making such
claims of adverse ownership as she makes here, a court of equity would
remove her as trustee, or appoint a receiver against her, on the ap-
plication of the defendant or her next friend. Therefore she can
claim nothing as to a receiver on that score, but her application must
stand on the merits of the hostile claims of adverse title she sets up
by this bill. The application for a receiver must be denied. Ordered
accordingly.

RYDER et aI. v. BATEMAN et ux.
(Circuit Court, W. D. Tennessee. October 3, 1898.)

1. EQUITY PRACTICE-REQ,UIRING PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS-RuLES m FED·
ERAL COURTS OF EQ,UITY.
Rev. St. § 724, Is designed merely to give courts of law of the United

States the power to require the production of documents to obviate the
necessity of parties going into equity with a bill of discovery for that pur-
pose in aid of an action at law, and in no way affects the practice of
federal courts of equity, which is governed by the general equity rules
prescribed by the supreme court, and where they do not apply by the
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practice of the high court of chancery of England at the time those, !:Ules
were promulga.ted in 1842. ",

2. SAME-RIGHT '1'0 INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS BEFORE ANSWER.
A federal court of equity will not compel a plaintiff to produce for in-

spection a deed on which rights In real property alleged in the bill are
founded, and a copy of which is attached to the bill as an exhibit on a
petition of defendant before answer alleging that such deed Is a forgery,
but, if genuine', was obtained by fraud; nor will the court enlarge the time
for answering until the deed has been filed with the cIel·k. No litigant
can be c;ompelled, as a matter of general right, to produce his evidence
for the inspection of his adversary in advance of the hearing, and the
defendant is not entitled to an inspection of the deed to enable him to form
an', opinion as to its genuineness, and thus determine which of the two
inconsistent defenses he will make, but he is required to answer the bill
in accordance with his knowledge and the facts.

On Motion to Require the Production of an Exhibit for Inspection.
L. T. M. Canada, for plaintiffs.
Edgington & Edgington, for defendants.
HAMMOND, ,J. This is an application by the defendants, upon a

sworn petition, to have the plaintiffs produce and file with the clerk
for their inspection a certain deed mentioned by plaintiffs in their
bill as "Exhibit D" thereto, or else have an order enlarging the time
of the defendants to file their answer until a given time after the
plaintiffs shall have filed the original of the said deed with the clerk
for that purpose. The bill makes a copy of the original deed an
exhibit to the bill, but it is stated in this petition that the plaintiff
Iris C. Ryder has repeatedly refused to permit the defendants to see
the original. The defendants say, in their sworn petition, "that the
said deed is a forgery, and that no such deed was ever made by the
said defendant Marie." Again, they say, "Respondent Marie has no
recollection or knowledge of the execution, signing, or acknowledg-
ment of the document sued on, and, if the signature to the same
should prove to be her genuine signature, then it was obtained by
fraud." The defendants further say in their petition that the deed
purports to have' been acknowledged in Los Angeles county, Cal.,
before a notary public, and they believe that this is
also a forgery, ,and do not believe thatit is the genuine signature and
seal of the notary public attached to said deed; and, if it be so at-
tached, that it isa forgery. The defendants ,say, also, in the peti·
tion, that they will not be enabled to answer the bill intelligently
without an inspection of this paper, to the end "that they shall have
proper facilities to prepare the evidence for the-defense of this case."
And they ask to have all further proceedings stayed until they have
secured an inspection of the original document. It also appears by
the statements of couDseland by the record that ,the plaintiffs have
moved for the appointment of a receiver for the considerable quan-
tity of real estate involved in the controversy; ,and the defendants,
before the headng of the motion for a receiver,:desire to file their
answer to the bill, and this they cannot do until they have inspected
the plaintiffs' exhibit. For this reason there has been considerable
urgency abou.t'thisapplication. ,
The plaintiff Iris C. Ryder has .filed an answer to this petition of

the also sworn to, denying that the deed is a forgery,
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and stating that on or before the hearing of this cause slH' will pro-
duce the paper, and establish its genuineness; that she has made a
copy of the paper an exhibit to her bill; and states in the bill that
on or before the hearing she will produce the paper, or a certified copy
thereof, as legal evidence. She states that the petition is filed only
for delay; that the defendants are totally insolvent, and are squander-
ing the rents of the property; and that the defendant Louis Bateman
is an unscrupulous man, not to be trusted with papers; and asks to
have the motion for the receiver heard without further delay.
This application must be denied. It is a great mistake to suppose

that parties to a litigation have a promiscuous right to the production
and inspection of the papers and documents in the possession of
their adversary. A loose practice has grown up on this subject,
and there is generally a good deal of complaisance on the part of
counsel and the parties to the suit in the production of papers; but
whenever the practice has been challenged it has been found that
there are limitations to the right, which it is necessary that the
courts should safely guard" in order to secure the citizen against an
invasion of his right to hold and keep his papers from unlawful or
impertinent inspection. Even litigants who expect to use their pa-
pers in evidence are not required to produce them for the information
of the other side, except under strictly guarded rules of practice that
are intended to secure the protection of this right. Mr. Justice Brad-
ley, in the case of Boyd v. U. S., 116 U. S. 616, 6 Sup. Ct. 524, de-
nounces the practice of invading this right under the forms of law
by judicial process, and shows how it is guarded in criminal pro-
cedure by a constitutional provision; which was also enforced in the
case of Potter v. Beal, 2 C. C. A. 60, 50 Fed. 860, by annulling an
order that had been granted for the inspection of papers in a crim-
inal case. There is, perhaps, no constitutional provision to protect
the citizen against seizures and searches in civil suits, as in criminal.
cases, but it will be found, nevertheless, that the courts carefully
avoid any unlawful violation of the citizen's right in respect of this
protection. Railroad Co. v. Botsford, 141 U. S. 250, 254, 11 Sup. Ct.
1000.
Lord Chancellor Selborne remarks, in Minet v. Morgan, 8 Gh. App.

361, 364, that "there might, perhaps, be great reason for holding that,
if a man comes into court as plaintiff, attacking somebody else, he
ought to be bound to disclose everything on which he relies for the
purpose of his attack. But undoubtedly that is not the present rule
of the court"; wherefore it is required that we shall determine
under just what circumstances the parties have the right to compel
each other to produce documents for the inspection or use of the
adversary in the litigation.
Counsel, in their brief, refer to the judiciary act of 1789 (1 Stat.

82, c. 20. § 15), which is now Rev. St. § 724. as furnishing authority on
the part of the court to make this order. But it will be seen that this
act is confined to actions at law, and does not at all apply to courts of
equity. The only purpose and effect of that act is to give courts of law
the power to do what courts of equity may do in the matter of produ-
cing documents withon-t the formality of going into a court of equity

93F.-3
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with a bill of discovery in aid of an action at law. Story, Eq. PI. p.
106, § 555, note; Railway Co. v. Botsford, supra. Mr. Justice Bradley,
in Boyd v. U. 8., supra, refers to this statute, and praises the' wisdom
of •congress in strictly limiting the right of production to "cases and
under circumstances where the parties might be compelled to produce
books and writings by the ordinary rules of proceeding in chancery."
He'says: "The court of chancery had for generations been weighing
and balancing the rules to be observed in granting discovery on billa
filed for that purpose, in the endeavor to fix upon such as would best
secure the ends of justice. To go beyond the point to which that
court had gone may well have been hazardous." 116 U. S. 631, l)
Sup. ct. 533. It will thus be seen i that the supreme court of the
United States, by tWs interpretation, limits the power of courts
of law, under this act of congress" to' precisely the power that courts
of equity have to compel the production ofdocumllnts. And it be-
comes, therefore, all the more hnportant to determine how courts of
equity proceed in the exercise of their power to ,subserve the ends
of justice/and at the same time pro.tool: the.litigant against unlawful
compulsion in the matter of the'production of his evidence to the
inspectton of his adversary. .,' .;.
There h.asbeen in recent years;: by legislation in parliament in

England and in the legislaturesofi'he states, a vevy decided reform
in the matter of procedure, the purpose being to:avoidthe cost and
expense of bills of to compel the production. of documents
which, under the rules courts cif should be pro.
duced, by'authorizing,aU courts to compel the production upon mo-
tionmadeby the parties, without,the:formality of bills of discovery.
An example oUhis legislation will be found in St. 15. & 16 Vict.c. 18,
§ 20, wMch allowed the parties after answer,under certain circum,
stances, to securtdhe prodoction of'documents by petition; and by
.more recent legislation 'in England, and by orders of court, the prac-
tice has been entirely changed, and the production is enforced upon
a proceeding by 'affidavit. Another example. is found in the New Jer-
sey equity rule 31, that being a state where equity practice is still
preserved in its original form and purity to a great extent. That
rule allows the inspection to be had'without a bill of discovery, and
upon motion. Bick. Eq. Prec. 151,208; But it is to be observed that
in all this legislation ihecourts are careful, while changing the meth-
ods of procedure, not to change the fundamental principles which
govern the exercise of the right of compelling the production of
documents; DO doubt actuated by the same wisdom which Mr. Jus-
tice Bradley attributes to congress in conferring this enlarged power
upon the federal courts in actions at law. Congress has not yet
chosen to change the method of procedure in the federal courts of
equity, and the very fact that Rev, St. § 724, is confined to courts of
law, is conclusive that the courts·. of equity must proceed as they
did and do without the aid of that statute. We are governed by the
general equity rules prescribed by the supreme court of the United
States, and, where they do' not apply, by the practice of the high
court of chancery in England at the time of the promulgation of
those rules, in 1842. Equity rule 90; Bein v. Heath, 12 How. 163,
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178; Betts v.Lewis, 19 How. 72. It will be: found that that elabo-
rate system of rules was largely intended to settle many disputed
questions of chancery practice, but unfortunately they did not take
up this question of the. production of documents, and there is no
rule governing the practice. We must find the correct practice from
other sources, as also the particular circumstances entitling the par-
ties to the production of .documents as against each other.
Mr. Justice Bradley, in the Boyd Case, cites Pollock on the Produc-

tion of Documents, an old English work, which I have been unable
to procure. And there is another work, Wigram on Discovery,
which also I have been unable to consult. It appears that there has
been a good deal of conflict of authority on this subject. However,
before we examine the authorities which govern the right and the
practice, it will be well enough to understand precisely what is
wanted in this case. The petition discloses the fact that the de-
fendant is uncertain whether she actually signed the deed of which
inspection is wanted or not, and says that, if the signature should
prove to be genuine, then it was obtained by fraud. Evidently what
is wanted is an aid to the defendant's memory to determine whether
she signed. the document or not. She certainly knows, or ought to
know, whether, as a fact, she signed any deed transferring the prop-
erty in controversy; and it is not unreasonable to require her to an-
swer according to her knOWledge and her memory, and not to give
her the choice of determining whether the deed is a forgery, or a
genuine document signed by her, according as she shall determine
whether the signature to the document is genuine or not by looking
at it. It. is not her opinion whether the actual signature to the
document is in her own handwriting which the plaintiffs want by
her answer and demand by their bilL It is her knowledge of the fact
whether sbe transferred her property according to the purport of
that document that the plaintiffs demand by their bill. And they
have a right to her answer to that demand from her own knowledge
of the fact. Again, the defendant knows, or ought to know, now,
and should be able to state without an inspection of the document,
whether or not there be in existence facts and circumstances or
events which constitute a fraud in procuring her genuine signature
to that document; and it would seem that justice would require
that she should select which of the two alternative defenses she
suggests by this petition she will make, without any aid from an in-
spection of the plaintiffs' document and muniment of title. The two
defenses are obviously inconsistent with each other. The deed can-
not be at the same time a forgery and a genuine signature obtained
under circumstances which invalidate it for some fraud committed
against the defendant; and it is plain .from the face of the petition
that What she really wants is to see the paper before she chooses
any defense. If she and those she may calLupon to pass their judg-
ment upon the genuineness of the signature should say that it is
a forgery, then she will declare by her answer that it is a forgery;
but, if she recognizes it as a genuine signature, then she will set
up other facts and other circumstances in defense of the bill, which
will avoid the deed upon some ground of "fraud."
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, Is' it no't entirely obvious that there is no principle Of justice which
any circumstances, that a defendant should have

this advantage .in determining what defense she will make, but
that real justice .requires that she shall answer according to her
·knowledgeand according to'thefacts, without any alternative choice
about the matter? Rence it would seem that under any method of
procedure or under any rule of right upon this subject, which leaves
open, to be determined in any way, a question of inspection, it should
be denied, under circumstances like these, until after the defendant
has madehel"choice of defenses, if she supposes she has a choice under
such a state of facts. No cause could better illustrate than this the
wisdom of the rule declared in the cases that every litigant has the
right to reserve the proofs that establish his case until the hearing
thereof, and is not bound to advise his adversary of the strength of
his case in order to enable him most sl1ccessfully to defend against
it; in ordel' to enable him to do what is proposed in this case,-
choose whether the defendant shall set up one of two antagonistic
and incongruous defenses. She ought to be able to defend according
to the facts, without such choice, if the defense be honest.
The celebrated case of Princess of Wales v. Earl of Liverpool, 1

Swanst. 114,1 Wils. Oh.113, and 2 Wils. Oh. 29, is the leading case
in favor of this 'application by the defendants for an inspection of
the plaintiffs' document. It was there held that the proper order is
not one to produce the document for inspection, but to enlarge the
time of the defendant for answering the bill until such time as the
plaintiffs shall deposit the document with the clerk of the court for
the inspection of: the defendant; aoothat order wa's made in that case.
It was a. bill 'against executors seeking an account and payment of
two promissory notes made by the testator. The defendants did not
charge forgeiy in the plain terms of this petition we have before us,
but in the polite language of social diplomacy applicable to instru-
ments set up ,by a princess of Wales they did say that when they

seen the promissory notes some time before they "appeared not
equal in handwriting, construction, and spelling to the late duke's,
and the form of the signature seemed unusuaL" A motion was made
to have these documents produced and inspected by defendants be-
fore making answer to the bill. It was at first refused by Lord
Eldon until the affidavit was made more specific and in the language
above quoted. He afterwards, however, allowed the order, and gave,
in an elaborate opinion, 'his reasons for doing so. The solicitor gen-
eral, in his argument in favor of the motion, called attention to the
exceptional circumstance that it was a bill against a dead man,
and his executors could not know whether the signatures were gen-
uine until they had seen them; whereas, if the defendant had been
living, he would be able to make answer from his own knowledge
of the fact of signing the paper, and therefore the order th€n might
not be appropriate. There were other "specialties," as some of the
judges in subsequent cases remark, about this case, growing out of
the relationship of the plaintiff to the deceased duke, her brother;
but it is not necessary to call particular attention to them here. The
lord chancellor's opinion is very· instructive, but requires full and
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careful reading to understand the reason for his deeision; and it is
evident from the face of it that he was struggling against the. com-
mon rule to find an exception in that case. He said that, if the
defendant wants the production of deeds from the plaintiff, who
has not said what, by his bill, he may saY,-that he has left the
instruments in the hands of the clerk that the defendant may inspect
them in order to answer the interrogatories that are propounded
thereon,-then he must file a cross bill, but the defendant cannot
have an answer to his cross bill for the discovery until he has an-
swered the original bill. Therefore, if the peculiar
require that he must see the paper before answering the bill, neces-
sarily there must be some relaxation and exception to the general
rule, or there would be worked an injustice to the defendant. He
then quotes from the Practical Register, the great authority on
chancery practice in that day, that under such circumstances the
plaintiff shall give the defendant a copy of the instrument. Mark,
the Practical Register says only a copy; but the lord
proceeded to find the special circumstances in this case which con-
stituted an exception to the general rule, and made the oreter that
the defendants should not be required to answer until a fortnight
after the plaintiff had deposited the notes with the clerk in court.
The princess never did deposit the notes, and after some 18 months'
delay the bill was dismissed for noncompliance with the order.
This case of the Princess of Wales was stigmatized 1'1 Chancellor

Walworth in Kelly v. Eckford, 5 Paige, 548, as "a political decision,"
and he says it had always been so considered. Certalllly, judges
who have subsequently considered it in England have from
it as not being founded on any sound reasoning, and it 1S there re-
garded as having been overruled.
In Penfold v. Nunn, 5 Sim. 409, Vice Chancellor Shadwell ruled

that: "The- court will not, on motion of defendant, compel a plaintiff
tf) produce documents in his possession, although the defendant swears
that an inspection of them is necessary to enable him to answer the
bill. He must file a bill of discovery." The opinion denies the au-
tllOrity of the Princess of Wales Case, and directly refuses to fol-
low it.
In 1'Ifilligan v. Mitchell, 6 Sim. 186, Vice Chancellor Shadwell again

rules that: "It is contrary to the general tenor of the practice of this
court to order a plaintiff, on the application of the defendant, to pro-
duce a document in his custody; and I do not think I am bound to
follow the decision in Princess' of Wales v. Earl of Liverpool except
in a case precisely similar to it. There were specialties in that case
that do not occur in this."
In Pickering v. Rigby, 18 Ves. 484, Lord Eldon himself refused the

motion even in a partnership ease, which has generally been consid·
ered to be an exception to the general.rule, because partners have an
equal interest and ownership in the documents belonging to the firm.
The lord chancellor required a cross bill in that case. And again, in
Maund v. Allies, 4 Mylne & C. 503, the lord chancellor again refused
an order for the inspection of the plaintiff's document where there was
a partnership, and one of the partners was receiver, except so far as
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4is receiver's.:Qooks wereconcerne<!.,· In this case the court quoted
ofMord Langdale in Wedderburn ". Wedderburn, 2 ;I3eav.

212,thatthe.' courts have certainly sOij1etimesshowR, in
Counsel had ,!'laid that the court wOAld, some-

times labOrinQJrectly to make orders, but always repudiated
jurisdiction to do so when broughtface to face with it; and 'then it
was that Lord Langdale made t!).e appve remark, and to Shep-
herd v. 175, 4 Eeav.:.252, which was a the
court refused the order for inspectlon,but again, as in the Princess
of Wales the time, to make the answer until after
the plaintiff lladftled the documents with the clerk. .
In WileY v. Ves. 411, Lord Eldon again refused the motion

to inspect the plaintiff's. docUJ;neuts, although they had been made
exhibHs. to a deposition, in the case.
In Mickletll'wait v. Moore, .3 Mer. 292, I.ord, Eldon much discussed

the questlQp., apd again ,refused the motion for the production of docu-
ments,3;ud held that a , croi$s bill must be filed; an,d he; Silid in that
case that. even a plaintiff,although he, has the right to inspect deeds

<!efep.dant's ,answer ,to be in his possession, on which
his cannot compel the production of those relating only
to tbe defendant's own title. Andit willbe seen from the:,4uthorities
that the plaip.tiff has a Il,Iuch larger right to inspect the docllments of
thedefe:q.d,ant which. the defendant has filed in his than the
d(-.fendant '.Cl,lP ever have as against ,the plaintiff,for the reason that
the plaintiff's»iU, even where it is not strictly or technically a bill
for discovery, calls lipon. the defendant to answer specifically as to the
allegationlil.9f the bill; and so, when the defendant, in his answer,
refers in'hie possessio!! in such a way as to make them
a part of his answer, the plaintiff may, without a bill of discovery,
boY motion compel the defendant to produce the documents for his in-
spection. Bpt this righto,f tb,e plaintiff to inspect the .defendant's
documents is' limited t() particular Cl).ses, and is carefully guarded
by the courts"so as notto intrude upon the right of a litigant to keep
possession of pis own proof until he chooses in the usu!!l way to pro-
duce it at the. hearing. Atkyns v. Wr'yght, 14 Ves. 211.
In Brown v. Newall, 2l\1ylne & C. 558, at page 573, Lord Chan-

cellor Cottenhall:/- rather contemptuously to the Princess of
Wales Case,aud decides i;hat the right of inspection does not exist;
quoting approvingly Lord Thurlow in Anon., 2 Dickens, 778, as fol-
iows: "Did yqu ever know an instance of a defeJ1.Qant's applying
against a plaintiff even to produce deeds? There capnot be any. It

been dep.ied. If you want' it, you must file a cross bill for the
purpose." ,
In Burton v. Neville,2.: Cox, Ch. 242, Lord ChaD,cellor Thurlow re-

fused ;upon the d,efendant to produce papers ,which had not
been by him to be produced,saying the couds have, never
gone beyonQ. the. case ,Where the parties had a common interest in the
paper. i, ,..' .. ' ., "

In Spragg 2 Cox, Ch. 109, the defendant moved to have
thp plaintiff leave with the clerk a deed, it .l)eing stated by the bill
that it was in the "plaintiff's custody, and ready to be produced as the
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court should direct." Here Lord Chancellor Thurlow said that, "As
the motion is not consented to, it was totally impossible, for it is a
universal principle that, if the defendant wants discovery of any
dped in the hands of the plaintiff, he must file a cross bill for tbe pur-
pose."
In the case of Jackson v. Sedgwick, 2 Wils. Ch. 167, tbe application

was refused and the Princess of Wales Case was explained.
In Da'Vers v. Davers, 2 P. "Vms. 410, the master of tbe rolls had

granted an order on the defendant's petition to inspect a deed which
had been referred to in a deposition taken by the plaintiff; and that
order the lord chancellor discharged, "for that the other side had no
right to see the strength of the plaintiff's cause or evidence of title be-
fore the hearing, and no such order was ever yet made. If so, motions
would be made every day from curiosity to pick holes in the deed,"
etc. And the same ruling was made in Hodson v. Earl of Warring-
ton, 3 P. Wms. 35, only there it was the case of a defendant's deed
proved by a deposition taken by the defendant. It was there stated
that the parties have no right to see each other's exhibits, but must
file a bill, since it remained at the election of the defendant whether
he would make use of the deed at the hearing or not. It was also
there said in argument that the master of the rolls constantly made
these orders, but that, as often as he made them, the lord chancellor
set them aside.
In Attorney General v. Brooksbank, 1 Younge & J. 439, the motion

by the defendant for a production and inspection of the plaintifl"s
papers was granted under peculiar circumstances, the chief of which
was that the transactions involved the settlement of an army agent
with the war department, which was challenged after 25 years; and
the court said that under peculiar circumstances they would some-
times deviate from the common practice, which will bend to particular
cases in order to prevent injustice.
In Jones v. Lewis, 2 Sim. & So 242, there was a case of a written

agreement by a testator to convey his estate to his daughter, which
afterwards he devised to another. '1'he defendants asked for an in-
spection of this agreement to enable them to answer. The produc-
tion was ordered upon motion supported by affidavit that the defend-
ant believed the instrument to be forged, and that he could not fully
answer the bill before be inspected it. Vice Chancellor Leach acted
ill this case upon the authority of the Princess of Wales Case. but this
order was afterwards vacated by Lord Eldon himself, who had granted
the order in the Princess of Wales Case, as appears by the following
memorandum in the original edition of 4 Sim. 324, which, by the way,
is generally left out of the reprints and decisions of the English
chancery reports. The memorandum is as follows: "The order made
by Sir J. Leach, vice chancellor, in Jones v. Lewis, 2 Sim. & S. 242.
was discharged by Lord Eldon. but without costs." This has gen-
emIly bet'n regarded as an indirect overruling of the Case of the
Princess of vVales, and has been so treated by the most of the judges
who have subsequently considered the question; but some of them
have adhered to the Princess of Wales Case, strictly limiting it, how-
ever, to the peculiar circumstances of that case, the most important
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of 'which was that both in that case and in Jones v. I.ewis the' person
whosesignatutewas said to be forged was dead, wherefore there was
more reason or justice in departing from the ordinary rule, and
allowing the executors an inspection of the document in order to de-
termine whether or not there had been a forgery committed.
Lord Langdale somewhat defends the Princess of Wales Case in

Taylor v. Heming, 4 Beav. 235, and explains the practice. In that
case the plaintiff had offered to produce and deposit the letters re-
ferred to in his bill, but afterwards refUSed. He was compelled, by
the usual order authorizing the answer to be delayed until he did
deposit, to produce and file them for inspection. Lord Langdale said
in that and other cases that the Princess of Wales Case was not amen-
able to the animadversions that had been made upon it, for that it
could be defended upon its particular circumstances, both upon prin-
dple and authority; and he referred to the previous case of Shep-
herd v. Morris, 1 Beav. 175, where he had granted the same order for
enlarging the time to answer until the plaintiff had filed his docu-
ments,-again under peculiar circumstances. There the plaintiff's
original bill had called for an account, and the correction of errors
made by the defendant in rendering reports to the plaintiff, and by an
amended bill charged false entries in the defendant's accounts. The
plaintiff having called upon the defendant to correct his accounts as
they had been rendered to the plaintiff himself by the defendant, who
was his agent, the .master of the rolls said that this he could not do
until the identical documents which he had been caIled upon to cor-
rect were produced. It was not a case of correcting his accounts as
he kept them, but· of correcting the accounts as he had rendered them
to the plaintiff. This was a close but clear distinction, and the lord
chancellor compelled the production of the documents.
Evidently affiicted with the criticisms upon this adherence to the

discredited Case of the Princess of Wales, Lord Langdale, in Bate v.
Bate, 7 Beav. 528, 537, again takes occasion to explain the distinc-
tion between that class of cases and the cases in which he had fol-
lowed it. He ruled in Bate v. Bate that "a plaintiff, unless he spe-
cifically offers. to do so by the bill, or is required to do so by the
cross bill, is not bound to prOduce, previous to defendant being COlIl-
pelled to put in his answer, documents admitted to be in the plain-
tiff's possession, and alleged as proving his caSe." It was the case of
a bill for the settlement of disputed partnership matters against three
defendants, which charged that certain indentures mentioned in the
bill were in fact prepared from instructions given by the defendants
without any communication with the plaintiff, and were caused to be
prepared in such a way as they thought best for their own views and
purposes, and they always refused to produce or show the conveyan-
ces of the said premises, or the draft thereof, to the plaintiff, although
the plaintiff had frequently applied by letter and otherwise for an
inspection of the said documents, "as by reference to the correspond-
encein the plaintiff's possession, when produced, will appear." It was
moved in behalf of the defendants that they might have a month's
time to answer after the plaintiff had produced and deposited with
the Clerk for the inspection of the defendants the correspondence in
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the said bill stated to be in the plaintiff's poseession, more particu-
larly l;1et out in the motion. The defendant made affidavit that he had
kept no copy of the letters that had been written by him to the
plaintiff tespecting the matters stated in the bill, and that he could
not properly put in his answer to plaintiff's bill and amended bill
until he had opportunity of inspecting the letters which he had writ·
ten to the plaintiff, and which the bill admitted to be in the posses·
sion of the plaintiff. It was this motion which Lord Langdale, the
master of the rolls, refused. He says, in explanation of his judgment:
"There have been several cases upon thifl sullject; and 1 think they may

be divided into hvo dasses: First. cases like that of the Princess of "Wales
v. Earl of Liverpool; and, secondly. two several cases which came before
me, and have been refeITed to, namely, Taylor v. Hemming and Shepherd v.
xlorrifl. These were cases in which the plaintiff, hy his bilL not only stated
that he had possession of the documents, intending to use those documents in
support of his case. but he called upon the defendant to look at them, and
offered to produce them for the purpose. The plaintiff, in substance amI
effect, stated by his bill that the defendant could not give the answer which
the plaintiff desired to have for his own use unless the defendant would look
at those documents; and, the plaintiff having done that, then refused to pro-
duce the documents. 1 think 1 may assume, after the investigation which
this case has undergone, that there is no case whatever to be produced in
which the plaintiff, charging a particular fact to be within the knowledge of
the defendant, and stating further that he had evidence of the fact in letters
which are in his possession, has been held bound to produee those doeuments
before the defendant could be called upon to put in his answer. The strong
impression upon my mind is that there is no sueh ease. None so eontrary
to the ordinary prineiple has been produced, and 1 believe that if you were
to lay it down as a proposition that the plaintiff shall not proceed until the
defendant knows the evidenee which the plaintiff has. you would state a
proposition mueh at varianee with the ordinary opinion of mankind as
well as of lawyers. No doubt you have a right, in this eourt, to look at the
evidenee which the plaintiff states to be in his possession; but that right
is only to be obtained upon a cross bill. Every party has, in this court, that
advantage, which is not to be had so effectually in any other jurisdiction.
He may discover that which is in the knowledge and breast of the plaintiff
before he proceeds to a hearing of the cause, but he must do it in such a
way as to give the plaintiff an opportunity of !'tating all the circumstances
connected with the matter. It is undoubtedly extremely important, when the
plaintiff is ealled upon to furnish any discover)', that he should do it in the
proper form, and be at liberty to state all the circumstanees relating to the
matter, and that he should have all the guard and protection which he derives
from being able to give a full statement of all the circumstances belonging to
the case."

This was in 1844,-but a little while after our equity rules had been
promulgated,-and may be taken to fairly represent the English prac-
tice of that time, which is-binding upon us.
Lord Eldon, in the Princess of 'Vales Case, remarked that "there

is a mighty difference between simply producing an instrument and
producing it in answer to a bill of discovery, where the defendant has
an opportunity of accompanying the produetion with a statement of
everything necessary to protect him from its consequences." This,
taken in conneetion with the principle already adverted to, that nv
litigant can be compelled, as a matter of general right, to produce
his evidence for the inspection of his adversary until he does so
under the formalities that take place at the time of giving testimony
for the hearing, furnishes the foundation for the general rule of prac-
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tice that motions like thilil will not be granted; and never unless the
case falls within the pecUiliar circumstances make it an excep-
tion to the general rule. It is the reason why a court of equity re-
quires either the pl.aintiff or the defendant to file a bill of discovery
to compel the, production of such documents, and all are familiar with
the restrictions that are thrown around the right of discovery.
The case of Elder v. Carter, 25 Q. B. Div. 194, explains the modern

English practice under legislative authority to make rules of practice
upon this,"ubject for both courts of law and equity that have super-
seded the. old practice; but this, of course, is not binding on us.
It will be found, however, even under the modern practice, which
has done away with the necessity for bills of discovery, and substi-
tuted therefor a system of. production upon motion, sustained and
defended by the affidavits of the parties,that the courts follow sub-
stantially the same principles that governed the old practice; and
parties now are required to produce only under the same circumstan-
ces where they have been compelled to produce before,-either upon
a bill of discovery or upon amotion to produce. Thus, in Wilson v.
Thornbury (1874) L. R. 17 Eq. 517, an order on the defendant to pro-
duce alleged forged checks for the comparison of handWf1ting was
refused under the modern practice; and in Boyd v. Petrie, L. R.. 5
Eq. 290, the master of the rolls had on motion ordered the plaintiffs
to produce mortgages after an answer saying that the defendants
did not know whether or not they had executed them, bllt, if they
had, it was in ignorance of their contents, and they asked for an in-
spection of the documents py expert witnesses to enable them to de-
termine whether or not it wll8 their handwriting; but on appeal this
order of the master of the rolls was vacated by the court of appeals.
Boyd v. Petrie, 3 Oh. App. 818. That was a case where the motion,
like the-case' we have iIi hand, 'was refused after answer filed. What
would it have been if the .m.otion had 1;>een made before the answer
was filed? . . .
Mr. Daniel, in his work on Ohancery Practice, devotes a chapter
this subject of the production of documents, and cites the forego-

i:(lg and many other cases for the text, in which he displays the prac-
tice that is binding upon us, as well as tb:e modern more
recent English legislation. 2 Daniel, Ch.Prac. (6th Ed.) 1817 et seq.
Instructive reading will also be found in Dick. Eq. Prac. pp. 151,
208, where. the English caseljl are somewhat cited.
The American authorities are to the .same effect, except where con-

trolled by modern legislatiOJl• Beach,l\:[od. Eq. § 522, as to
the production by defendants, and Id. § 524, as to theproduction by
rthe plaintiff,-citing 3 GreenI. Ev. Ed.) 302, 3Q3, and many
A;merican·cases. Story,Eq. PI. (10th Ed.) § 211b: "Rthe bill refers
to documents in the plaintiff's ,possession, the defen,dant caimot com-
pel their production by affidavit before the answers to the petition,
and only by cross bill." Id. §§ 858-860; Id., § 390; Id.p. 762, and
note; ld. § 852b, and note. '.Kelly v. Eckford, 5 Paige, 548, holds that
partnership books constih1te an to the general rule, as they
.belong to both parties alike. It was in this case that· Chancellor
Wll1worth denounces the. Princess of Wales Case as a political deoi-
sion.
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In Eager v. Wiswall, 2 Paige, 369, it is to be a matter of
course to compel the inspection of defendant's books or papers made
a part of the answer; but Chancellor Kent, in Watson v. Renwick,
4 Johns. Ch. 381, clearly shows that this is rather a loose statement of
the practice. In the last case Chancellor Kent to order the
production of documents by defendants, and states the rule more
accurately than Chancellor Walworth has done. Chancellor Kent
.especially approves Lord Eldon's reasons for the caution of courts in
compelling the production of documents by motion, because produ-
cing papers in answer to a bill of discovery the party a
safeguard by enabling him to state explanatory circumstances ac-
companying the production, which cannot be done where the prOOuc"
tion is compelled by summary motion.
In Denning v. Smith, 3 Johns. Ch. 409, an order was refused as

vexntious, and in Lupton v. Johnson, 2 Johns. Ch. 429, an order re-
quiring the plaintiff to produce bonds in his was vacated,
and it was held that a cross bill was necessary, although the proceed-
ing by motion was less expensive.
In Commercial Bank v. Bank of New York, 4 Hill, 516, a party was

compelll>d to produce an exhibit to a deposition, confessedly contrary
to the English practice, and reasons are given for the difference be-
tween the practice there and in this country.
In Evans v. Staples, 42 N. J. Eq. 584, 8 Atl. 528, an order for the

production of documents upon a co-defendant was refused, and it was
held that a bill of discovery was required. The case especially ap-
proves Kelly v. Eckford, supra.
Our equity rule 72 declares that, "where a defendant in equity files

a cross bill for discovery only, against the plaintiff· in the original
bill, the defendant to the original bill shall first answer thereto be-
fore the original plaintiff shall be compelled to answer the cross-
bill." This was evidently intended to settle a somewhat disputed ques-
tion of practice, then existing in England, which had relation to the
subject we have in hand, as well as to other situations in equity prac-
tice. It shows that,if the defendant in this case had filed a cross
bill asking for a discovery of the plaintiff's exhibit on the same
grounds that are stated in this petition, the plaintiff would not be
compelled to answer that cross bill until the defendant had answered
the original bill. And it will be found that the reason for this rule
is the very reason that is given in the foregoing cases for the refusal
of this motion, namely, that the defendnnt must answer the bill upon
his own knowledge and information before he can require the discov-
ery of evidence in the hands of the plaintiff. After he has answered
the original bill upon his own knowledge and information and belief
as then existing, he may procure discovery from the plaintiff in aid
of the case he has made by his answer, or, after that discovery, he
may amend his answer, and take advantage of the circumstances
shown by the discovery; but, unless there are peculiar circumstances,
as in the Case of the Princess of Wales, which form an exception
to the rule requiring a bill of discovery, the plaintiffs will not be re-
quired, upon a mere motion, to produce documents to aid the defend·
ants in making their answer. Motion denied.
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BERRY et ux. v'; NORTHWESTERN & P. HYPOTHEEK BANK (NORTH-
WESTERN & P. MORTG. CO.).

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. October 5, 1898.)
No. 440.

1. MORTGAGES-DESCRIPTION-MISTAKE-ESTOPPEL.
a mortgagor owned both the S. E. 14 and S. W. 14 or a quarter

section 9f land, and the former was Inserted, by mistake of the scrivener.
instead of the latter, and after the mistake was discovered the owner .
mortgaged theS. W. 14 to another, and took no steps to have the prior
mortgage reformed, he cannot object to a foreclosure decree directing a
sale of the S. E. 14 thereunder. .

2. :FEDERAL COURTS-STATE. COURT DECISION-EFFECT.
The decision of the highest court of a state construing a state statute.

and declaring that an acknowledgment by a married woman precisely
similar,- except names and dates, to the one in question, was in substantial
compliance therewith, and valid, is binding on the federal courts sitting
in such state.

Appeal from the Oircuit Court of the United States for the North-
ern Division of the District of Idaho.
Edgar 0 .. Steele, ·for appellants.
J. H. Forney, for appellee.
Before GILBERT, ROSS, and MORROW, Oircuit Judges.

ROSS, Oircuit Judge. The appellants, Franklin M. Berry and M.
A. Berry, his wife. were defendants in the court below to a suit for
the foreclosure of a mortgage. A decree of foreclosure and sale hav-
ing been rendered against them (89 Fed. 408), they bring the case
here by appeal, The mortgaged property is described as lot No.2,
and the S. E.! of the N. E. 1 and the N. W. 1 of the S. E. i of sec-
tion 6, in township 41 N., of range 5 W. of Boise meridiall' situated
in the county of Latah, state .of Idaho, and containing 120.19 acres.
The evidence in the case shows that, by mistake of the scrivener, the
S. E. instead of the 8. W. i of the X Eo 1 of the section of land men-
tioned was described in the mortgage. Both' the 8. E. and the 8.
W. 1 of the N. E. 1 of section 6 were, however, at the time of the
execution of the mortgage, the common property of the appellants.
One of the two points made on their behalf in support of the appeal
is that it was error in the court below to decree a foreclosure and
sale of the 40 acres of land inserted in the mortgage by mistake.
The evidence shows that long prior to the commencement of this
suit the mistake was discovered by the appellants, and that subse-
quent to such discovery they mortgaged to another party the 40-acre
tract which it was intended by the respective parties to include in
the present mortgage, and' in lieu of which the 8. E. t of the N. E.
t of section 6 was inserted. This fact probably accounts for the

fact that at no time-not even in the present suit-has there
been any effort on the part of the appellants to reform the mortgage.
This latter fact is a conclusive answer to the first point made on
their behalf.
.The only other point made on behalf of the appellants is that the
mortgage is ineffectual, as against Mrs. Berry, because of the eel'-


